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Nuclear fuel microstructure has major influence on the fission product release from nuclear fuel matrix. Here we present the
self-organized criticality model applied to describe the evolution of nuclear fuel microstructure. It is shown that the behaviour
of fuel bubbles is similar to that of species in natural ecosystems and their evolution can be characterized as an avalanche
process. Modelled bubble size distribution for different fuel burnups is in good agreement with the experimental data.
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1. Introduction

Analysis and determination of fission products (FP)
release from nuclear fuel evolved into a certain field of
applied nuclear and theoretical physics. Nuclear fuel is
a unique system where complex processes of fission of
nuclei by neutrons, release of heat, accumulation, and
migration of FP occur. The latter process is a partic-
ularly important nuclear engineering issue – it deter-
mines the lifetime of nuclear fuel in a reactor, i. e., its
maximum allowable burnup. There is a natural need
to extend maximum burnup of nuclear fuel in order to
minimize amounts of radioactive waste and to improve
efficiency of nuclear facilities. Studies of nuclear fuel
behaviour over several decades revealed essential in-
fluence of nuclear fuel microstructure on fuel charac-
teristics [1, 2]. One of crucial issues limiting nuclear
fuel lifetime is the change of its characteristics due to
evolution of fuel matrix structure. Fission of uranium
nuclei composing the fuel matrix results in accumu-
lated FP and reduced thermal conductivity, swelling of
fuel pellets, and fuel–clad mechanical interaction due
to volume increase, giving rise to potential hazard to
the fuel cladding damage. Different conceptual ap-
proaches to describe the fuel microstructure by clas-
sical Booth [1] or newer methods, such as cellular au-
tomata [2] or fractals [3], and computer codes [4–6 and
references therein] have been developed for modelling
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the FP release taking into account various fuel param-
eters as well as various experimental methods applied
to test the mathematical models. In this paper we ap-
ply a new theoretical model to predict the nuclear fuel
microstructure during its burnup in the nuclear reactor.

2. Nuclear fuel structure evolution

Nuclear fuel is a nonhomogeneous material from
the very beginning after its sintering process. It is a
polycrystalline material composed of small (∼10 µm)
grains which are UO2 crystals. Grain boundaries are
formed between the grains and they play important role
in FP release [6]. Both in grains and grain bound-
aries the intra-granular and inter-granular FP bubbles
are formed in the course of fuel burnup.

Fresh nuclear fuel is therefore a polycrystalline ma-
terial with heterogeneous structure that changes during
the burnup process in a reactor. During the fuel irra-
diation FP are generated in the whole volume of fuel
pellets. Some of FP, especially noble gases such as Kr,
Xe, are generated to sufficient concentrations and due
to very low solubility in UO2 matrix tend to precipi-
tate into small intra-granular bubbles [7]. These intra-
granular bubbles act as traps for migrating FP and thus
hinder their diffusion to grain boundaries [7, 8]. It has
been realized that the increasing porosity of the fuel
with the burnup has direct influence on the FP release
[6, 7].
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Individual intra-granular bubbles, however, are very
unstable due to their resolution by irradiation. Their
size distribution and concentration in grains are deter-
mined by the local fuel temperature and fission rate (di-
ameter ∼1–10 nm, density 1017 cm−3). In various ex-
periments it has been observed that intra-granular bub-
bles are formed in straight lines [8, 9], which are be-
lieved to be the tracks of fission fragments generated
by the fission of uranium nuclei [10]. Further, small
bubbles can be destroyed by fission fragments [11]. At
higher burnups intra-granular bubble size distribution
changes and bigger bubbles of 20–100 nm size with
1015 cm−3 density occur, which are often identified at
matrix dislocations. At higher temperatures completely
bubble-free intra-granular areas exist. Therefore, the
bubble coarsening process with increasing burnup oc-
curs [8, 9].

In [7] it is noted that a model for bubble size distribu-
tion could be useful for the prediction of the FP release.
However, difficulties occurred while describing the in-
fluence of the fuel structure on the FP release by means
of an intragranular bubble growth process [2]. In this
paper we present a qualitatively new approach to de-
scribe the structure of the nuclear fuel and to determine
its new fundamental characteristics. In particular, we
suggest that the structure of the nuclear fuel follows
similar rules observed in the real biological evolution
in nature.

3. Analogy between nuclear fuel and biological
evolution

The nuclear fuel structure evolution is to some ex-
tent a process similar to interaction of species in na-
ture. There have been attempts to describe the struc-
ture of nuclear fuel applying the laws of Game of Life
[3], invented by John Conway. The evolution of the nu-
clear fuel structure can be viewed as a process follow-
ing some simple local rules. This is observed in a form
of interaction of the fuel matrix with the FP bubbles.
Here we draw a parallel between the nuclear fuel and
biological evolution in order to determine fundamental
processes of nuclear fuel evolution during burnup. Bak
and Sneppen in [12] established the model describing
the biological evolution in terms of self-organized crit-
icality. In this model the system is composed of a chain
of species characterized by some parameter represent-
ing their fitness. This parameter can change (mutate)
when it is poorly adapted to the environment.

Here we try to find some analogy between the bi-
ological species and nuclear fuel bubbles experienc-

Fig. 1. Normalized number of occurrences C(X) of distances
X between successive mutations of bubbles corresponding to the

16.2 MWd/kgU burnup.

ing the change of temperature, irradiation, hydrostatic
pressure, etc. during fuel burnup. We model the fuel
structure representing it as a chain of fuel bubbles hav-
ing different sizes. The biggest bubble has the highest
probability to change as it can simply be destroyed by a
fission fragment. Then FP of the destroyed bubble can
be redistributed to the neighbour bubbles.

The fuel structure is described as a 1D chain of bub-
bles following the radial bubble distribution in a fuel
pellet from the centre to its boundary. Each bubble is
characterized by a random measure Bi (i =

Fig. 2. Normalized number of occurrences P (t) of time periods t

between mutations of each bubble (stasis time distribution) corre-
sponding to the 16.2 MWd/kgU burnup.
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Fig. 3. Bubble size distributions for (a) 16.2 MWd/kgU, (b) 42.6 MWd/kgU, and (c) 65,0 MWd/kgU burnups. Bars stand for the experimental
histograms [3] and solid squares are for the simulated data.

1, . . . , N ) from the {0,100} interval. The latter can be
associated with the bubble radius. Then, during sim-
ulation, a bubble with the maximal radius Bi is found
and this value is changed to a new random value from
the interval {0,100} along with the radii Bi−1 and Bi+1

of neighbour bubbles that are also changed at random.
This process is iterated until a steady state in the chain
of bubbles is achieved.

The steady state for a chain of 100 bubbles is char-
acterized by some critical measure, which depends on
the degree of the interaction between the mutating and
neighbour bubbles. In order to model different fuel bur-
nup structures we considered the following cases:

(a) Mutation of the critical bubble and one randomly
selected neighbour bubble with redistribution of the
critical bubble gas to mutated neighbours.

(b) The same as (a) but involving both neighbours.

(c) The same as (a) but involving five nearest neigh-
bour bubbles and redistributing gas at random.

4. Model results

Table 1 summarizes the results of modelling. Distri-
butions of distances between successive bubble changes

Table 1. Model parameters corresponding to the three fuel
burnup cases. Bcr is the critical value of bubble size, C(X)
and P (t) are the normalized number of occurrences of dis-
tance between mutating bubbles and time for a certain bubble.

Model Case

parameters (a) (b) (c)

Bcr 44±1 48±1 67±1
C(X) X

−3.0±0.01
X

−2.9±0.01
X

−2.7±0.01

P (t) t
−1.55±0.01

t
−1.51±0.01

t
−1.4±0.01

Fuel burnup,
MWd/kgU 16.2 42.6 65.0

as well as the time between successive mutations in
each and every bubble are well described by power
laws. This proves that the system is in a critical state
[12]. As this state does not depend on initial conditions,
the system is self-organized. The changes in such a
bubble chain representing the radial nuclear fuel pellet
structure are an avalanche process. For a long period
of time an individual bubble is passive, then it can un-
dergo sudden bursts of activity, which can be explained
as an interaction of a bubble with its environment: res-
olution by a fission fragment, change of volume due to
hydrostatic pressure, and trapping or release of FP. Dis-
tributions of distances X between successive mutations
C(X) and that of time periods t between mutations
of each and every bubble P (t) evaluated for the low-
est burnup case are presented in Figs. 1 and 2, respec-
tively. These distributions are characteristic of the self-
organized critical system, which does not have charac-
teristic spatial and time scales and the system evolves
by means of avalanche processes [12].

The above presented mutation rules, namely the
number of involved bubbles neighbouring the critical
one, were adjusted to fit the experimental data of bub-
ble size distributions for three different fuel burnups.
Model statistics of the bubble sizes presented in Fig. 3
well resemble the histograms obtained from fuel sec-
tion micrograms [3] and therefore support the model of
self-organized criticality of the FP bubble evolution.

5. Conclusions

A 1D model of the FP bubble size evolution in nu-
clear fuel has been developed. It is shown that the
model of the nuclear fuel microstructure reaches the
self-organized critical state with characteristic param-
eters. The FP bubbles change during the fuel burnup
by means of avalanche processes: the long periods of
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individual bubbles being at rest are succeeded by the
sudden bursts of activity. This model well describes the
FP bubble size distribution in a fuel matrix and suggests
that higher burnups could be related to better developed
bubble connectivity when a larger number of neighbour
bubbles is involved in the event of the critical bubble
change.
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Santrauka

Branduolinio kuro (BK) dalijimosi produktų (DP) migraciją
stipriai įtakoja BK tablečių UO2 polikristalinės struktūros kaita
degimo proceso metu – ertmių su DP susidarymas ir išnykimas.
Šiame darbe, modeliuojant BK mikrostruktūros evoliuciją reakto-
riuje, pritaikytas biologinių ekosistemų evoliucijos saviorganizuoto
kritiškumo modelis. Iškelta hipotezė, kad reaktoriuje išdegančio
BK dariniai – ertmės su DP – sąveikaudamos su UO2 matrica ir dėl
radiacinio poveikio taip pat patenka į saviorganizuotą būseną.

BK ertmes aprašėme vienmate grandinėle su periodinėmis kraš-
tinėmis sąlygomis. Kiekvienai iš ertmių priskyrėme jos dydį api-
būdinantį parametrą Bi. Kritinius įvykius modeliavome, didžiau-
sios ertmės ir jos kaimynų parametrus keisdami atsitiktinėmis ver-

tėmis. Nustatyta, kad po tam tikro ciklų skaičiaus nusistovi būsena,
kuri apibūdinama atstumų tarp paeiliui įvykusių pokyčių laipsni-
niu skirstiniu su laipsnio rodikliu, būdingu modeliuojamai siste-
mai. Toks skirstinys rodo, kad sistema yra saviorganizuotos kritinės
būsenos, kurios pokyčiai vyksta griūtimis: atskira ertmė ilgą laiko-
tarpį gali būti pasyvi, tačiau staiga gali patirti aktyvumo proveržį,
paaiškinamą ertmės sąveika su aplinka – jos sunaikinimą dalijimosi
skeveldra, tūrio pokytį dėl hidrostatinio slėgio ar DP pagavimo.
Modeliuojant pastebėta, kad gretimai kintančių ertmių skaičius le-
mia ertmės dydžio pasiskirstymo pavidalą. Palyginus modelinius
ertmių dydžių skirstinius su eksperimentiniais, gretimų ertmių, da-
lyvaujančių kritiniame įvykyje, skaičius susietas su BK išdegimo
laipsniu.


